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FERMION MASSES AND ANOMALOUS DIPOLE MOMENTS 

WILLIAM J. MARCIANO 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Upton, N Y  11973 

Fermion m a s  generation via quantum loops is briefly described. The potential for 
large anomalous dipole moments, 6af  2: m;/M2,  in such schemes is demonstrated. 
Implications for the muon’s anomalous magnetic moment as well as the top quark’s 
chromo and electroweak moments are discussed. 

Despite the standard model’s tremendous success in describing all known 
strong and electroweak phenomena, it leaves unanswered some basic questions. 
Why are there 3 generations of fermions? Why is parity violated? What is the 
origin of electroweak symmetry breaking, mass generation, and CP violation? 
Uncovering even partial answers to these questions should guide us to “new 
physics” and a deeper appreciation of nature’s fundamental principles. 

The electroweak mass puzzle is illustrated in table 1, where the fermion 
mass spectrum is summarized. Why do the masses exhibit a generational hier- 
archy? Is the top quark unusually heavy or are the other fermions abnormally 
light? The large top quark mass intimates a deep connection with electroweak 
symmetry breaking, but what exactly is that connection? 

The fundamental Higgs mechanism nicely accommodates particle masses, 
mixing, and even CP violation, but it lacks predictability. When embedded in a 
higher symmetry, such as a grand unified theory (GUT), some interesting mass 
relationships can be realized. The most successful is ma = m, (at the GUT 
scale) which gets renormalized to mb 21 2.5mT at low energies mainly from 
QCD corrections. Much harder to explain are the intergenerational relations 

me : mp : mT :: 1 : 206.8 : 3478 

and the similar quark mass hierarchies. 
An attractive possible explanation of (1) is the idea of radiative mass 

generation1. In such a scenario, a symmetry forbids light fermions from having 
bare masses. Finite, calculable masses can, however, arise from quantum loops. 
Indeed, if there are no mass counterterms, any would-be short-distance loop 
infinities must cancel. A simple illustration of that possibility is pictured in 
fig. 1. A light fermion, f ,  acquires mass 
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Table 1: Electrowedc masses of the known fermions 

Particle Mass (GeV) 

< 4.5 x 10-9 
0.51 x 10-3 
5 x 10-3 
9 x 10-3 

< 0.16 x 10-3 
0.106 
1.35 
0.175 

< 0.024 
1.777 

180 f 15! 
4.5 

because of the incomplete cancellation of scalar and pseudoscalar diagrams. If 
the symmetry were exact, ms would equal mp and the mass would vanish. Of 
course, a realistic model would presumably be more complicated (and might 
involve vector and axial-vector interactions). Nevertheless, this simple example 
should illustrate the main theme of this ta lk  in theories with calculable masses, 
potentially large dipole moments also occur 2. 

For simplicity, let us consider the case where f is charged and S and P 
are neutral. If we attach a photon to the internal fermion, F, then f gets an 
induced anomalous magnetic moment (for ms > mp >> mF) (in units of 
4% 1 

or using (2) 
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Figure 1: Example of a pair of one loop diagrams which can induce a finite mass mi. 

Unless an unusual cancellation occurs, C is of O(1). A loop effect has been 
promoted from 0(g2 /87r2 )  to O(1) by expressing it in terms of mf. That 
finding is actually quite common. IA fact, on very general grounds, one expects 
in theories with calculable loop induced masses that 

m; sa, - - M2 (5) 

where M is the scale of physics responsible for mass generation. (Of course, 
there are scenarios where 6aj can in fact be much larger than (5 )  because the 
loop induced mass is unusually small.) 

The general result in (5) is particularly interesting for the muon. The 
present experimental average 

aexP = 116592300(840) x P 

is in good agreement with theory 

a:heory = 116591802(153) x lo-” 

That agreement suggests 

M>N900 GeV 
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Figure 2: Extended technicolor diagram responsible for generating ordinary fermion mass. 

in models with radiative muon m a s  generation. Of course, in some specific 
cases C < 1 and the actual bound may be less restrictive. However, 900 GeV 
is a good estimate of the present probing power of urp. 

A new BNL experiment6 aims to lower the uncertainty in (6) to f40x lo-" 
or smaller. At that level, M M 4-5 TeV is probed. If the muon mass has a 
radiative origin, it should reveal itself in that measurement. 

An alternative prescription for generating fermion masses involves new 
strong dynamics, e.g. extended technicolor. In such scenarios, technifermions 
acquire dynamical self-energies 

where 7 N 0 - 1 is an anomalous dimension, m F  = 250-300 GeV, and A is a 
technicolor scale <, 1 TeV. 

Ordinary fermions receive loop induced masses via the diagram in fig. 2. 
The extended gauge boson XI links f and F and gives rise to a mas 

when the coupling of XJ 4 fF is gyp (a- + b q ) .  If we attach a photon 
(or 2, gluon) to the internal fermion, it gives rise to an anomalous magnetic 
(electroweak or chromo) moment 
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Using (10) in ( l l ) ,  allows us to eliminate the unknown coupling and most of 
the dynamics. One finds 

Again, the generic result Saf 2: O(l)m~/rn$, follows. However, in extended 
technicolor models, one expects mj and mx, to be inversely related. So, X t  
may be the lightest extended techniboson. That being the case, the top quark 
would be expected to have the largest anomalous dipole moments. Indeed the 
anomalous moments would scale as m; (the absolute moments actually scale 
as m;). If mxt is truly light (2 1 TeV), one might expect such anomalous 
moments to be O(0.05) and potentially observable. If CP violation occurs, 
electric dipole moments of similar magnitude may result. 

To find the induced top quark moments, one should study e+e- --+ ti? near 
threshold (or qi j  -, ti? for the chromo moment). Alternatively, the transition 
electroweak moment can be probed via t -+ Wb using the angular distribution 
of leptons in W -+ eye. At the LHC, such measurements should allow moments 
as small as 0.01 to be probed. 

The motivation for large induced dipole moments is rather general. My 
conclusion holds for radiative and dynamical mass generation as well as com- 
posite models. In fact, it should be expected in most theories with calculable 
fermion masses. Hopefully, it will inspire experimental interest. A positive 
finding could provide hew insights about the origin of mass. 
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